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Abstract: Large data processing has become a hot topic of current research. How to efficiently dig out useful information 
from large amounts of data has become an important research direction in the field of data mining. In this paper, firstly, 
based on the idea of granular computing, some granular concepts about the decision tree are introduced. Secondly, refer-
ring to granular computing, the improvement and parallelization of ID3 algorithms are presented. Finally, the proposed 
algorithms are tested on two data sets, and it can be concluded that the algorithm's classification accuracy is improved. 
From the test on a Hadoop platform, the results demonstrate that parallel algorithms can efficiently process massive da-
tasets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of the era of big data, data processing 
has drawn more and more attention of scholars. How to ex-
tract better very important information behind the data has 
become a topic of growing concern. In the field of data min-
ing, decision tree technology is considered the key technolo-
gy, and there exist common classification algorithms such as 
the ID3 algorithm, C4.5 algorithm, KNN, SVM and similar 
algorithms.  

In order to adapt to the demand of large data processing, 
in recent years the Google Company has put forward a dis-
tributed file system (Google file system, GFS) and a Map-
Reduce parallel programming model [1-5], which provide 
the infrastructure for massive data mining, but traditional 
data mining algorithms cannot be directly applied to the par-
allel platform. Therefore, parallelization of the traditional 
data mining algorithm has become a research focus of schol-
ars at home and abroad. 

Granular computing (GrC) [6-10] is a new concept of 
computational model, and may be regarded as a label for a 
family of theories, methodologies, and techniques that make 
use of granules. In the domain of data mining, GrC provides 
a conceptual framework for studying a number of issues. 

This thesis is arranged as follows: In section 2, the tradi-
tional ID3 algorithm is briefly introduced, and the concept of 
GRC is also discussed, including, the defects of the traditional 
ID3 algorithm; an improved method is put forward. In section 
3, the parallelization of the improved ID3 algorithm is dis-
cussed. In section 4, some algorithm accuracy testing and par-
allel efficiency testing are carried out and the results of the 
tests are discussed. Conclusions are given in the last section. 
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2. THE TRADITIONAL ID3 ALGORITHM 

2.1. The Basic Principle 

ID3 [11-15] is a decision tree algorithm based on infor-
mation entropy. A decision tree is a flowchart like a tree 
structure, where: each internal node (non-leaf node) denotes 
a judge on an attribute, each branch represents an attribute 
value, and each leaf-node (terminal node) holds a class label. 
The core of the algorithm is to use the information entropy 
as the training sample set splitting measurement standard in 
the generation of the decision tree.  

The algorithm proceeds as follows [11-15]: firstly, it cal-
culates each attribute’s information entropy which in turn 
selects the best attribute as the splitting attribute. Then, the 
data are partitioned into subsets in accordance with the val-
ues of the splitting attribute. For each subset, recursive im-
plementation of the above process is carried out until the 
each tuple is correctly classified.  

2.2. The Shortcomings of the ID3 Algorithm 

Although ID3 is a typical decision tree classification al-
gorithm, yet there are still shortcomings: 

1) Because the attribute that has the maximum infor-
mation entropy is selected as the splitting attribute, so the 
choice will be more inclined to the one that has more differ-
ent attribute values, but not more attribute values is the best 
attribute. 

2) The bigger the data set is, the more increased the com-
putation of the algorithm. 

The traditional calculation formula for information en-
tropy is expressed as: 

The given probability distribution P = ( p1, p2 ,..., pn ) , 
then the information entropy of P is defined as
I (P) = ! pi log2 pi

i=1

n

" . 
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 Suppose that   S = (U , A, D) is a set of data samples. As-
sume that class label attribute has m different values, ex-

pressed as: 
  U / D ={D1, D2 ,...Dm} ,   U / A ={a1,a2 ,...av} , si

is the number of samples in 
  Di (i = 1,2,...m) ,

 
si = Di

, Equa-

tion (1) gives sample classification based on the expected 
information. 

  
I(s1,s2 ,...,sm ) = ! pi log2( pi )

i=1

m

" ,
  
pi = si / s;s = U   (1)  

  
E( A) =

s1 j + ...+ smj

si=1

v

! I(s1 j ,...,smj )   (2)  

  
I(s1 j ,s2 j ,...,smj ) = ! pij log2( pij )

i=1

m

"   (3)  

Where 
  
pij = sij / sij is a sample of  

s j  in the probability of 
belonging to class  Di . 

The specific definition of the above three formulae can 
reference literature [11-15]. 

The most important aspect in the process of constructing 
a decision tree is the best splitting attribute selection, and the 
key to the best splitting attribute selection is to calculate the 
information entropy. From the above three formulae, it can 
be seen that the calculation of critical information entropy is 
the probability distribution of the condition attribute and the 
class attribute. 

Assuming there are  n  objects in the sample set and  m  
attributes of each object. In order to derive the probability 
distribution of attribute values, the time complexity of the 
system is at least   O(mn) .If the algorithm is to deal with 
large data sets, one can imagine the time complexity. There-
fore, in consideration of the above, a new method of calcu-
lating the information entropy is proposed. 

2.3. An Improved Information Entropy Based on Gran-
ule Computing 

Hypothesis that ,  be an 
information system(IS),Where  is a set of 
objects. It is a non-empty finite set of objects, called the  
universe.  is a set of attributes. C is the  
condition attribute set, and D is the decision attribute set. An 
information granule [6] is defined as the tuple 

, where  is expressed as the intension of 
information granule , and  is expressed as the  
extension of information granule Gr .  

Definition 1; (Elementary granule): 

Let 
  Gr = (! ,m(! ))  be an information granule [6]. If

  
! ij = (ai ,vi

j ) ,
  
m(! ij ) ={u | f (u,ai ) = vi

j ,u "U ,ai "A} , where 

  
m(! ij )  refers to the object set whose attribute values of 

  ai (ai !A)  are  vi
j .  vi

j  is the  j ! th  attribute value of attrib-
ute  ai , then  Gr  is called an elementary information granule. 

  Gr = ((ai ,vi
j ),m(ai ,vi

j )) , if ai !C , then it is called the 
conditional granule; if  ai !D , then called the decision gran-
ule. 

Definition 2; (Size of information granule).  

For  Gr = (! ,m(! )) , the size of the information granule 
[6] can be defined as the cardinality of the extension of the 
information granule, and is expressed as 

  
m(! ) . 

Definition 3;(! operation) 

 Suppose that   Gr1 = (! ,m(! ))  and   Gr 2 = (!,m(!))  are the 
elementary granules, the operation of intersecting between 
them is defined as:   Gr1 !Gr 2 = (" #$,m(" )%m($))    (4)            

Definition 4; (binomial granule) 

Suppose that   Gr1 = (! ,m(! ))  and   Gr 2 = (!,m(!))  are the 
elementary granules, the binomial granule is defined as; 

  Gr = Gr1 !Gr 2 = (" #$,m(" )%m($))  

Definition 5; (A combination of granules) 
If  Gr1 = (!1,m(!1)) ,  Gr 2 = (!2 ,m(!2 )) ,…  Grn = (!n ,m(!n ))  

are the elementary granules, A combination of granules is 
defined as; 

   Gr = Gr1 !Gr 2 !…!Grn = ("1 #"2 #…#"n ,m("1)$m("2 )…$m("n ))   (5) 

Definition 6; (The information entropy of attribute:

  Gain(U ,ci ) ) 

Without loss of generality, assume that there is only  
one decision attribute. Suppose that the elementary  
granule 

  
! ij = (ci ,vi

j ) , 
  
m(! ij ) ={u | f (u,ci ) = vi

j ,u "U ,ci "A}

  
Gr (! ij ) = ((ci ,vi

j ),m(ci ,vi
j ))   Gr (dk ) = ((dk ,vd

k ),m(dk ,vd
k ))  

  
! ijk = Gr (" ij )#Gr (dk )  

)(
)(

)(),(
},...,2,1{

ijk
vj

ij
i Entropy

U
m

UEntropycUGain
i

ω
φ

∑
∈
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  (6) 

∑
=
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ij

ijk
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p

φ
ω

≡
  (7) 

3. THE PARALLEL ID3 ALGORITHM BASED ON 
GRANULAR COMPUTING 

Through the above analysis, the time complexity calcula-
tion of each attribute’s information entropy is relatively high 
in the construction of the decision tree. So, computing attrib-
ute information entropy can be paralleled based on a Hadoop 
cloud computing platform. 

The key to the algorithm’s parallelization is the design of 
the map function and reduced function. 

3.1. The Granulation of the Information System 

Algorithm 1：Map (object key, value) 
Input：Decision information system  

  S = (U , A,V , f ), A = C ! D , object  x !U , attribute  a !A。 

>∪=< fVDCUS ,,, DCA ∪=
},...,,{ 21 UuuuU =

DCA ∪=

))(,( φφ mGr = φ
rG )(φm
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Output: elementary granule space Grs ={Gr}。

  Gr = (! ,m(! ))  

(key: ! = (ai ,vi
j )(1! i ! m) ; Value:  m(! )  

//
  
m = A ,  ai !A . vi

j  is the  j ! th  attribute value of at-

tribute  ai  

//  m(! ) ={u | f (u,ai ) = vi
j ,u "U ,ai "A}  

) 

for 
 u !DSi

 do //
 DSi

:the  i ! th  data slice 

for (
  
ai !A(1" i " A )  ) do 

 if (
j
ii vauf =),( ) 

 {
  ! = (ai ,vi

j );  

    m(! ) ={u};  

Emit   <! ,m(! ) >  

} 
Algorithm 2：Reduce (Text ! , Iterable <Text> values) 
//The final result of processing the map function will be 

sent to the merger of the reduce function, //when combined, 
has the same key as is sent to the same reducer. 

Input：granule   ! = (ai ,vi
j )(1" i " m)，  m(! ) ={u};  

Output：< granule   ! = (ai ,vi )(1" i " m)，the union of 
  m(! ) > 

For   i = 1  to values .size() 

  m(! ) = m(! )+ values[i] ;  
Emit   <! ,m(! ) >  
Through the parallel processing process, the information 

system has been converted into a particle space. Next, based 
on the particle space, each attribute's information gain can be 
calculated, and thus the best splitting property can be found. 

3.2. The Attribute Information Entropy Calculation 
Based on Granule 

Algorithm 3: The formation of conditions granule space 

 Grc and decision granule space  Grd  
Input：Elementary granule space   Grs ={Gr}。

  Gr = (! ,m(! ))  
Output: Condition granule space   Grc ={Gr}。 
Decision granule space 

  Grd ={Gr} ;  Gr = (! ,m(! ))  
Step1: 

  Grc = null;  Grd = null  

Step2: for 
  Gr = (! ,m(! ))"Grs

 do  //  ! = (a,v)    
{if ( a !C )   
    

  Grc = Grc +{Gr} ; 
 if ( a !D ) 
      Grd = Grd +{Gr} ; 
} 

Algorithm 4: According to the formula, calculate condi-
tions of information gain 

input: Condition granule space 
  Grc ={Gr}。 

Decision granule space   Grd ={Gr} ;  Gr = (! ,m(! ))  

Output: The information entropy of each condition at-
tribute   Gain(U ,ci )  

step1： According to definition 6, 

    for 
  
Gr (! ij )"Grc

 

     for   Gr (dk )!Grd  

   compute 
  
! ijk = Gr (" ij )#Gr (dk ) ; 

step2: compute the condition information entropy 

  
! ij = (ci ,vi

j )
  
m(! ij ) ={u | f (u,ci ) = vi

j ,u "U ,ci "A}

  
Gr (! ij ) = ((ci ,vi

j ),m(ci ,vi
j ))  
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4. THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS  

(1) The experimental environment： 
The software environment: Hadoop-1.0.4 ，Ubuntu 

Linux 10.04.4，Jdk1.6.0_41。 
The hardware environment：4 computer, 1 master，3 

slaves。 
(2) Data source 
The experimental data from the UCI 

(http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html) data set. 
(3) The experimental analysis： 
a) Test and analysis of algorithm accuracy 
In testing the classification accuracy, randomly selected 

90% of the data from the original data as training set to build 
a decision tree, select 10% of the data as a test set, and repeat 
the test 10 times for each data set, taking the average value 
as the test accuracy rate. 

From the analysis of Table 1 and Table 2 of the experi-
mental data, the conclusion can be drawn that the proposed 
algorithm's classification accuracy is higher than that of the 
traditional algorithm, which also shows the effectiveness of 
the algorithm. 

b) The running time and speedup ratio： 
Some standard test data are from the UCI machine learn-

ing database set; in this experiment, each data set is ampli-
fied to 100M, 300M, 500M, and 1000M using the duplica-
tion means and running on clusters whose slaves number is 
1, 2, 3 machines respectively. The running results are shown 
in the table below. 

)),(),,(()( k
dk

k
dkkr vdmvddG =
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Table 1.  UCI Data set. 

Data set name Tuples 
number 

Attribute 
number  

Number 
class 

The type of attribute Missing values 

Mushroom 8124 22 2 Discrete include 

Nursery 12960 8 5 Discrete Not include 

Promoters 106 58 2 Discrete Not include 

 
 
Table 2.  The results of accuracy. 

Data set name 
The accuracy rate 

The algorithm in this paper The traditional algorithm 

Mushroom 99.80% 100% 

Promoters 79% 76.4151% 

Nursery 94.1% 78.9% 

 
 

 
Fig. (1). Running time of nursery data set. 

 

 

 
Fig. (2). Running time of mushroom data set. 
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Fig. (3). Speedup ratio of nursery data set. 
 
 

 
Fig. (4). Speedup ratio of mushroom data set. 
 

The speedup ratio S = Ts / Tm is an important measure 
of the performance of the parallel algorithm. Ts refers to the 
running time spent on a single node, while Tm  refers to the 
running time spent on m nodes. It refers to the performance 
scale of a parallel algorithm; in which case the data set size 
being fixed while the number of nodes is increasing; an ideal 
speedup of the parallel algorithm is linear.  

It can be seen from Figs. (1, 2, 3 and 4), when dealing 
with the same data set, along with the increase of the cluster 
nodes the processing time is reducing. When processing the 
data set whose size is 100M, the processing time of the clus-
ter with only 1 node is nearly similar to that with 2 nodes or 
3 nodes. However, the processing of 1000M data set is very 
different, and the speedup is almost a straight line. So, it can 
be seen that the algorithm should be used to solve the prob-
lem of massive data mining. 

CONCLUSION 

In this article, an improved ID3 algorithm was presented 
based on granular computing. The algorithm’s classification 
accuracy is better than traditional methods. At the same time, 
the ID3 algorithm is parallelized, and the parallel algorithm 
is proved to be efficient through experimental verification. 
The parallel algorithm provides solution for parallelization 
of other data mining algorithms. 
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